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middle-earth shadow of mordor - flame of anor rune

This is not DLC, it's something that should've been in the base game, not worth it if you didn't get the season pass.

DLC implies content that changes the game majorly and this doesn't, DLC shouldn't exsist to begin with..... I like fire fire good.
Just some more pointless DLC. it says 20% chance to ignite on the rune, but honestly this thing glows all day long when I have it
equipped. I Picked up the ultimate pack for this game and all DLC's including the DLC are part of it. So with the 40% off sale
most of this stuff was free to me and worth every penny.

I don't understand why people complain about .99 cent DLC's. They are giving you the option to buy them piecemail for
basically nothing. You can barely buy one cig for a dollar these days.

This game is awesome top to bottom, any DPC is a plus in my book.. Sweet rune, and with the new price, worth it. (tips: buy
GOTY edition and you get it for free). it does the thing. this dlc is pretty cool. I mean having a flaming sword is pretty badass.
But not worth a dollar. I think they should start releasing more content like say the dark ranger skin because i would by that no
problem.. if you like burning orcs with a fiery sword then buy this dlc
its not that bad of a rune eh. Sick of all these people takling bad about this game and its dlcs.
Like really grow up.
Either play the game without the dlc's or dont.
But these dlc's are amazing.
Really makes the game more better.
. Got it in the GOTY edition ;)
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lights foes on fire pretty use full but it rarely happens. I kinda like setting orcs on fire but its really not worth the price you have
to pay for it. Next time ill just stick with cuting their heads off for free. Other then the fairly dissapointing DLC's i really
enjoyed the game. Got it in the GOTY edition and it's awesome to set fire to the Uruks (yeah, they're not orcs).. Beautiful!
Nothing more to say!.... Just more runes for swords. Unnecessary.. HOWS ABOUT SOME ACTUAL CONTENT INSTEAD
OF \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING RUNES AND WARBANDS FOR \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 SAKES. All in all, i like
this game. However the movement controls could do with some work. Get caught sometimes when sneaking around against a
rock, wall or cliff side.
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